GOOD
NEIGHBOR
BINGO
Use this Good Neighbor Bingo card to put your faith
into action. You can be the hands and feet of Jesus
to your neighbors and community during this time.
How many squares can you cover?

Donate needed
items to local
food shelf

Call and check
in on someone
who is isolated or
quarantined

Chip in with others
to give grocery gift
cards, child care,
or cash for rent
(anonymously, if
possible)

Pray for the
sick and those
vulnerable to
infection around
the world

Invite someone
to the livestream
Sunday service and
then discuss it with
them afterward

Pray for doctors
and nurses putting
themselves at risk to
treat sick patients

Teach your kids
about viruses and
their bodies and
immune systems.
Learn with them!

Subscribe to the
Bethlehem Weekly
e-newsletter

Support local
restaurants by
ordering takeout

Pick up groceries
for someone who
should not be
going out

Leave a note
with 2 or 3
neighbors

Video chat with
someone who
is isolated or
quarantined

Email, call, or
text people you
know who might
need help

Pray for the
sick and those
vulnerable to
infection in your
circle / relationships

Email, call, or
text people you
know who might
need help

Drop off a care
package to an
elderly person
you know

Donate
blood

Send a note of
encouragement to
a local official

Sew masks for
local hospitals

Offer to do some
yard work or
outdoor cleanup

Pray for leaders
in your city,
state, and nation

Bless someone
in your household
with an act of
kindness

Write a letter or
send gift items to
residents at your
local nursing home

Use Nextdoor,
Facebook, etc. to
reach out to your
neighborhood and
find people who
need your help
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